
– JOE M. ARMENTA

As consumers, we are all the same when we confront a 
salesperson.  We want to get rid of them as quickly as 
possible.  If you are generous, you will give a salesperson 
one sentence before you say, “Not interested.”

So what is the powerful mesmerizing sentence that most 
agents use?

Are you ready?  Here it comes... “Are you or anyone you 
konw interested in buying or selling any real estate?”

What do you imagine the response to this question is 
97% of the time?  It’s a BIG NO, and this is why most 
agents hate prospecting.  They despise the repeated 
daily rejection by dozens, if not hundreds, of people.

But, what if you could change all of this.  What if you had 
a better opening.  An opening that is so powerful that it 
does in fact mesmerize prospects!

Where prospects are frozen in their tracks suddenly 
highly-engaged with every word that comes out of your 
mouth.  And what if what followed was even better, in fact 
so compelling that they wanted to listen and learn more 
about how you could help them?

Sounds like fiction?

It’s not.  If you will listen to these agent testimonials and 
watch this brief video, you will learn just how true and 
powerful what I say is.

The ONE sentence that will
CREATE MORE CLIENTS

THAN YOU CAN HANDLE!

FREE TO PWR MEMBERS

WWW.PWR.NET/CALENDAR

REGISTER ONLINE 
WWW.PWR.NET
OR CALL (714) 245-5500

SEATING IS LIMITED!

PWR’S NO-SHOW POLICY:  
Registration for free classes/events allows PWR to 
plan for resources, materials, and other needed 
items for our members. When members “no-show” 
without cancelling, they prevent other members from 
attending a desired class/event.  To prevent this from 
happening in the future, failure to cancel within 48 
hours of the first day of class / day of event will incur a 
$20 CANCELLATION FEE.
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